From: alice. goldbery [mailto:alice.goldbery@qq.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 04, 2013
To: [BC lawyer]
Subject: RE: Divorce Settlement:Alice Goldbery

Thanks for your response.
I acknowledged the receipt of your law firm e-mail.
It's was quite unforunately i could not reach you via phone that was while i contact you via email, I
guess the time difference makes it kind of difficult to gauge the best time to reach you and vice versa.
Allen Geoffrey Goldbery and i I agreed under the Collaborative Law Agreement for a one time cash
settlement of $530,000 to his credit, he has paid me 130,000,00 but still owing $400,000,00 has
requested for more time over and over again. The divorce is not final and the agreement was never put
before a judge because it was thought at the time that all parties would work towards meeting the
terms of the agreement.
I agreed to the terms of the agreement which is well within what Goldbery can pay conveniently
because I didn’t want the troubles of a long trial and so that we could part ways in the best way for all it
was worth. However Goldbery is been economical with the truth claiming a failed investment set him
back financially. I however have information that this is not the case.
From the information gathered from my in-house attorney Richard Gray stated that in this regards, i
should seek your legal firm asistance to enable you come to my aids, inline with your acceptance you are
advice to send me your law firm retainer agreement for my persual.
I appreciate the opportunity to work with the law firm, i look forward to work with your law firm .Please
if you have any more questions at any time,Please do not hesitate to contact me, via this medium.
Once we received your law firm retainer agreement is highly required , upon that, i will forward your
law firm the Collaborative Law Agreement between Goldbery and I.

Your's Faithfully
Regards
Alice Goldbery
16 Bonfield Rd,
London SE13 5EU,
United Kingdom
Telephone:+447937043712

